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Section A
Answer all the following (1.5 marks each)

L. Definelntegraltransforms

2. Find the Laplace transform of sin(ot)
3. Find the Laplace transform of coshat

4. Show that total derivative of a linear function is the function itself.

s. tt f (r) : ll*2ll then hnd ft(c;u).
6. Let / : iR. -+ lR.2 be a firnction given AV f (t) : (cos t, sin t). Show that the ordinary

Mean Value theorem does not hold in l},2trl.
7. Let/: iR -+ lR2 be defined Uv/(t) : (cost,sint) and

f ' (t)(") - u(- sin t, cos t) .

Show that for every vector a e 1'zt e (0,2n) such that
a.{f (y) - f (*)} : a.{f '(z)(y - *)}.

8. Show by an example that / need not be one-one on 
^9 

even when Jt@) I \Yr e S.

9. Write any three elementary properties of k-forms

10. Define the term primitive mapping

(1.5x10=15)

Section B

Answer any 4 (5 marks each)

LL. Show that convolution may not be defined if / and g are Lebesque integrable

L2' provethatcos * : 2fl n$lzr* ifO < * I r.
" n-:1 +n" - L

13. Compute the gradient vector V f (*,g) at those points (*,y) in.B2 where it exists.

a) f (r,a) : r2y2tog(r2 + 92 tf r,il + (0,0), /(0, o) : 6

il f (r,,u) : rysi";hif @,a) + @,0), /(o, o) : o

L4. State and prove the Mean value theorem

15. Show that the rectangular solid of maximum volume that can be inscribed in a given

sphere is a cube



16. Suppose ?, : t fu@)d,r1is the standared representationof a k - f orrnu.r in an
I

open set E e tr .lfut : }in E,then prove that b7(r) : 0 for every increasing k-
index.I and for every r e E

(5x4=20)
Section C

Answer any 4 (10 marks each)

17.1. State and prove the convolution theorem for Fourier Transforms
OR

2. L-r2 whenlrl<L
FindtheFouriertransform of f(r): - 

0 *,n"*)_l^ 
- Useitto

evaruate ff UY"*la*
18.1. Let u and tr be-two real-valued functions defined on a subset 

^9 
of the complex

plane. Assume also that u and u are differentiable at an interior point c of S and that
the partial derivatives satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations at cIhLn show that the
function f :, * iu hasa derivative at c. Moreover, f' (c) : Dru(c) * i.D1u(c).

OR

2. a)Derive the matrix fbrm of Chain rule
b)Compute the.gradient vector V f (*,y)at those points(e, y)inB2 where it exists

f @,a) : nasin ,: ,if (r,a) + @,0), /(0,0) : 0n'+y'
Lg.L. (a) State and prove second derivative test for extrema.

(b)Find and classify the extremum values of the function

f(x,y) =x2+Y2+x+y+xy.
OR

2. Let B : B(a;r) Ue an n-ball in Rn ,let dBdenote its

boundary,dB : r t llr - all : r, and letB : BU6Bdenote itsclosure. Let

f : (frr. . . , fn)be continuous on B, and assume that allthe partial derivatives
Djfi(r) existif r e B.Assumefurtherthat/(u) * l@)if r e 0B andthatthe
Jacobian determinant Jy@) I 0 for each e in B. Then prove that /(B), the image

of B under f, contains an n-ball with center atf (a)

2O.1.. Suppose E is an open set in Rn ,7 is a C/ -mappin g of E into an open set

V C H". Let rrr and .\ be /c- and m- forms in I/ respectively. Then prove that
(a) (ar+)), -e7 *)r if k:m;
(b) (o A ))r - ar A )r;
lcl d(wy) : (d.)r if cr is of class Ct and 7 is of class C/r.

OR

2. Suppose a., is k-forni in an open set E C Rn , $ is asurface in .8, with parameter

domain D C Rk and A is the k- surface in Rk with parameter domain D, defined
by A(u) : u(u e D) then show that I w : Ita6.

(10x4=40)


